Introduction
Submicron sized ferromagnetic rings are attracting much interest because of existence of characteristic magnetic configurations called an onion state and a vortex state. The onion state shows the bi-domain structure which contains 180 0 domain walls at opposite ends of the ring [1] . On the other hand, the vortex states is the flux closure structure in which the magnetization is circumferentialy oriented around the ring, yielding a minimal stray field and an internal degree called chirality. Such a novel degree of freedom will provide potential applications for the magnetic random access memory.
In terms of physics as well as technological interests, magnetization reversal of a ring shaped pseudo spin valve (PSV) structure has been investigated by magneto-optical Kerr effect [3] , nonlocal measurement [4] and tunnel magneto-resistance [5] . In the PSV ring, magneto-static interaction between two ferromagnetic layers plays a role for the magnetization reversal.
In the present study, we investigated the magneto-static interaction in Co/Cu/Co PSV rings by using the current in-plane giant magneto-resistance (CIP-GMR) measurement. By employing the multi-probe technique, the CIP-GMR measurement enables us to investigate the magnetic properties between two ferromagnetic layers. We have confirmed the formation of vortex states and distinguished the vortex chirality between top and bottom rings by the detailed analysis of the minor loop magneto-resistance (MR) measurement. The magneto-static interaction between top and bottom rings plays a role for the stability of the vortex states.
Experimental
The multilayered PSV ring was fabricated by electron beam lithography and lift-off processes. Outer and inner diameter for the ring are 1.6 µm and 0.8 µm respectively. The layer structure is consisted of 20 nm Co / 10 nm Cu/ 50 nm Co deposited by ion beam sputtering deposition. To measure MR , four Cr / Au electrical contacts were deposited on the ring. An electron microscope image of the ring is shown in Fig.1 . MR measurements were performed using four probe voltage at room temperature. The external magnetic field is applied an in-plane with an angle of α from the current probe. We Applied an external magnetic field α=30 deg. to distinguish different magnetic configurations in the upper and lower Co rings. We can assign different magnetic configurations due to asymmetric configuration of probe contacts with respect to the domain wall positions [5] .
The MR data is shown in Fig.2 . The in-plane magnetic field first applied to +5kOe to saturate the magnetization of the upper and lower layers to become onion states, resulting in the low voltage (A in Fig.2) . Then, by decreasing an external magnetic field, the top Co ring changes to the vortex state from the onion state around +0.042 kOe, indicating B in Fig.2 . A small increase of the external field changes top Co ring to reverse onion states. Since the top and bottom Co rings are the reverse onion and onion states respectively the voltage reaches highest value (C in Fig.2) . By changing the negative magnetic field, then, the bottom resulting in the minimum voltage (E in Fig.2 ). These magnetization reversal process is well reproduced by a micro-magnetic simulation.
To analyze the minor loop in detail, we first applied an external magnetic field +5kOe to form the parallel onion states. The magnetic field was reduced to -0,35 kOe to produce the vortex state in the bottom Co ring (d in Fig.3) . Then the was swept back to +1 kOe to change the reverse onion state in the top Co ring to the vortex state. We observed the sharp voltage drop at +0,033 kOe (f in Fig.3) , in which the voltage reduces the same level to the parallel onion states. Since the bottom Co ring is fixed to the vortex state, the top Co ring changes to vortex states which is parallel to the top Co ring. Around +0,20 kOe (g in Fig.3) , the voltage is the same level as the B state in the major loop (Fig.2) , which means that the top layer switches from the vortex to onion state again. Finally the top and bottom Co rings become the parallel onion states in positive magnetic field. Such a minor loop evolution is well produced by measuring the number of times as shown in different lines of Fig.3 . From the above minor loop measurements, the parallel vortex states with the counterclockwise direction is favorable for top and bottom Co rings. To understand the reason why such vortex configuration is stable, further investigation of the magneto-static interaction and domain wall position during the magnetization reversal process. 
Summary
The magnetic properties of the Co / Cu / Co trilayer PSV ring have been explored by measuring the major and minor loops. The major loop shows the multi-step MR curve with different configurations of the top and bottom Co magnetic states. In the minor loop, we obtained the parallel vortex states between two Co rings. Since the PSV ring shows the unique and variety of the magnetic configurations, these characteristic is useful for the multi-value memory device.
